Genomic GC content varies widely among microbes for reasons unknown. While mutation bias partially explains this variation, prokaryotes near-universally have a higher GC content than predicted solely by this bias. Debate surrounds the relative importance of the remaining explanations of selection versus biased gene conversion favoring GC alleles. Some environments (e.g. soils) are associated with a high genomic GC content of their inhabitants, which implies that either high GC content is a selective adaptation to particular habitats, or that certain habitats favor increased rates of gene conversion. Here, we report a novel association between the presence of the non-homologous end joining DNA doublestrand break repair pathway and GC content; this observation suggests that DNA damage may be a fundamental driver of GC content, leading in part to the many environmental patterns observed to-date. We discuss potential mechanisms accounting for the observed association, and provide preliminary evidence that sites experiencing higher rates of doublestrand breaks are under selection for increased GC content relative to the genomic background.
Introduction
This debate between proponents of the selection and BGC hypotheses con- 16 tinues, with many studies focusing on patterns of genetic diversity that by them-17 selves cannot easily differentiate between these two hypotheses because recom-18 bination will also locally increase the efficiency of selection [11, 9] ; however, 19 the addition of phenotypic information provides the tantalizing clue that GC 20 content correlates with shared environmental factors [2, 3, 12, 13 ] independent 21 of phylogenetic similarity [3] . Thus, these environmental factors must either 22 lead to an unknown selective advantage for high/low GC content [11] or lead to 23 elevated rates of BGC through an as-yet unknown mechanism. 24 We noticed that many environments containing high GC microbes, such 25 as soils and aerobic environments [3, 12] , induce relatively high rates of DNA 26 damage in the form of double-strand breaks (DSB) that necessitate repair [14, 27 15] . For instance, in aerobes, this damage typically results from reactive oxygen 28 species produced during metabolism [14] that can lead to DSBs by producing 29 collapsed replication forks [16] , as well as via a number of other mechanisms 30 (often in conjunction with other stressors; [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] ). In soil- 31 dwelling microbes, DSBs are associated with desiccation and spore formation 32 [25, 26, 27, 28] . Even going back nearly 50 years, it was suggested that the rate 33 of exposure to UV radiation, which can lead to DSBs [29] , might be driving 34 observed variation in genomic GC content among microbes [30] . 35 To repair DSBs, microbes may use one of two pathways: homologous recom-36 bination (HR), or non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) [15] . HR machinery is 37 ubiquitous across microbes [31] , although it requires multiple genome copies to 38 function. To-date, much work on GC content has focused on associating rates 39 of HR locally along a genome (inferred using polymorphism data) with local GC 40 content, which would be taken as evidence for the action of BGC [7] . We might 41 also expect that organisms experiencing many DSBs would have an high overall 42 recombination rate in order to repair these breaks. However, average rates of 43 recombination in different genomes do not seem to be correlated with genomic 44 GC content [5] , despite the systematic environmental variation in GC content 45 discussed above. It is possible that analyses that correlate global recombination 46 rates and GC content looking across many genomes are too coarse-grained to 47 reveal subtle differences between microbes leading to larger divergence in GC 48 content over evolutionary time. Additionally, it is difficult to get accurate esti- 49 mates of recombination rates from population-level polymorphism data, and it 50 is unclear how strongly these rates would correlate with DSB formation specif- 51 ically. Thus, an alternative, complementary indicator of high rates of DSB 52 formation would be useful. 53 In contrast to HR, the NHEJ repair pathway is rarer and generally found 54 in organisms experiencing DSBs with only a single copy of the genome present 55 in the cell (e.g. during an extended stationary phase; [26] ). Notably, we expect 56 NHEJ repair to be favored only when HR is not an option, as NHEJ is gen-57 erally considered a highly error prone pathway [32, 15] . NHEJ repair requires 58 the presence of the highly conserved Ku protein [33, 34] , which makes Ku pres-59 ence/absence a useful indicator of genomes more/less likely to be subjected to 60 high rates of DSBs during especially vulnerable periods (i.e., one genome copy 61 present). We leverage Ku as an indicator of the rate of DSB formation and 62 examine how the incidence of the NHEJ pathway covaries with genomic GC 63 content. We find a strong association between Ku presence and elevated GC 64 content, and go on to discuss several mechanisms that could explain this pattern 65 under a selection or a BGC paradigm. 66 Results and Discussion 67 NHEJ and High GC Content Found in Similar Environ-68 ments 69 A number of ecological factors have been associated with GC content in pre-70 vious works, including aerobicity [12] , nitrogen fixation [35] , exposure to UV 71 radiation [30] , and growth temperature (although this last association has been 72 disputed; [36, 25, 37, 38] ). Notably, many of these associations are weak, and in 73 general there is no known universal driver or mechanism that explains the high 74 genomic GC contents seen across many environments. We noted that many of 75 the GC-correlated environmental factors identified in previous analyses are also 76 the unifying driver of GC content is the rate of DSB formation, and the envi-78 ronmental trends observed to-date can be attributed to this underlying driver.
79
While NHEJ presence is an imperfect indicator of DSB incidence in general, 80
we expect this pathway to be especially common among organisms experienc-81 ing many DSBs during periods of slow or no growth [26] . Using a large-scale 82 microbial trait database [39] paired with genomes from RefSeq [40] , we identi-83 fied ecological correlates of NHEJ incidence as well as genomic GC content. A 84 principal component analysis of these traits revealed similar patterns of NHEJ 85 incidence and high genomic GC content in trait-space (Fig 1) , consistent with 86 the idea that DNA damage is associated with genomic GC content. In fact, the 87 pairwise correlation between an ecological trait and genomic GC content tracks 88 almost perfectly with correlation between each trait and Ku incidence (S1 Fig) . 89 Nevertheless, the inclusion of Ku along with ecological traits in a linear 90 model to explain genomic GC content resulted in most other environmental 91 traits still being statistically significant (S1 Table) , indicating that either there 92 is some aspect of the environment affecting GC content that is not attributable 93
to DSBs or that NHEJ is an imperfect indicator of the rate of DSB formation 94 (or both). In fact this is trivially true, as Ku presence is a discrete, binary 95 variable whereas the rate of DSB formation is continuous. Despite the fact that 96 Ku is not be the sole predictor of genomic GC content, the shared region of 97 trait-space between NHEJ-capable organisms and high-GC organisms is quite 98 striking (Fig 1) .
99
Organisms with NHEJ Machinery Have High GC Content 100
Next, we looked directly at the Ku/GC relationship. Using a large set of 101 genomes from RefSeq we found that genomes with Ku have a dramatically 102
shifted GC content relative to genomes without Ku ( though Ku presence/absence is sprinkled throughout the prokaryotic phylogeny 104 ( Fig 2B) . Indeed, this association remains highly significant even after formally 105 correcting for phylogeny using phylogenetic regression with a Brownian motion 106 (BM) model of trait evolution (Table 1 ). Our analysis is robust to the choice 107 of evolutionary model, as repetition with an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model 108 of trait evolution yielded similar results (Table 1) . Similarly, restriction of our 109 analysis to a particular phylum (Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Proteobacte-110 ria, respectively; each with >1000 genomes on our tree) shows that this effect is 111 not attributable to a single branch of the prokaryotic tree but is quite general 112 (Table 1 ). In sum, the presence of NHEJ on a genome is positively associated 113 with the GC content of that genome.
114
Importantly, we control for genome length in all our phylogenetic models, 115 which potentially covaries with Ku incidence and is known to be associated 116 with genomic GC content in prokaryotes ( ternatively, it is possible that the error-prone NHEJ machinery simply leads to 128 an excess of GC mutations. In this case, NHEJ incidence would help explain 129 differences in mutational biases between microbes, but would not help explain 130 the mystery of higher than expected genomic GC content among microbes.
131
Examining mutation accumulation experiments in detail, Ku shows no effect 132 on GC↔AT mutational biases (S4 Fig; data for organisms in the ATGC database [43] belonging to clusters that contained 144 at least three genomes (to identify and polarize polymorphisms) and used this 145 dataset to compare the background GC content to the GC content of polymor-146 phisms. We saw greater evidence for BGC/selection in genomes with Ku than 147 without Ku, with the presence of Ku leading to higher observed GC regardless 148 of the expected GC (Fig 3, S6 Fig) . Thus, the association between Ku and 149 genomic GC content is not due to differences in mutational bias. This implies 150 that DSBs are either leading to selection for high GC content or influencing the 151 rate and/or biases of homologous recombination to increase the overall action of 152 BGC. In order to minimize the effects of selection on our estimate of expected 153 GC content, we repeated this analysis only using polymorphisms at fourfold de-154 generate sites and found qualitatively similar results, despite only having only 155 about a third as many informative polymorphisms (S5 Fig, S6 Fig) . The above analyses suggest that GC alleles fix with a higher probability in 159 organisms experiencing an elevated rate of DSB formation. If BGC were the 160 primary driver of GC content evolution in prokaryotes, would we expect an as-161 sociation between damage and GC content as we see here? We can think of 162 at least one plausible scenario. The formation of DSBs should stimulate re-163 combination for repair, and assuming that recombination is biased we might 164 expect rates of BGC to increase as the rate of DSB formation increases. We 165 saw no positive association between Ku incidence and inferred rates of homol-166 ogous recombination looking between genomes, as would be predicted by this 167 hypothesis (S7 Fig; data from [44, 45] ). In fact the relationship appeared to 168 be negative regardless of method to measure recombination rate (though not 169 significant). That being said, the effects of BGC are typically only apparent 170 locally, comparing GC content and recombination rates along a genome rather 171 than between genomes [7] . The clearest evidence for BGC leading to high GC 172 content in prokaryotes comes from Lassalle et al [7] , who compared the GC con-173 tent of genes that recombined frequently or rarely within genomes. We checked 174 if any of the 21 taxa they studied typically encode Ku based on the genomes 175 we downloaded from RefSeq above. Four taxa carry Ku at any appreciable fre-176 quency (>1%): Mycobacterium tuberculosis (100%), Burkholderia pseudomallei 177 (100%), Burkholderia cenocepacia (87%), and Bacillus anthracis (68%). These 178 organisms did not show a consistent association between recombination rate and 179 GC content, unlike most other taxa in the study. M. tuberculosis and B. pseu-180 domallei are highly clonal and did not present enough diversity for a complete 181 analysis by Lassalle et al [7] , though B. pseudomallei had a negative association 182 between recombination rate and GC at the third codon position (positive for 183 GC content overall, in both cases not significant). B. cenocepacia presented 184 enough data for analysis, but showed no relationship between recombination 185 rate and GC content (again with a negative but non-significant effect at the 186 third codon position). Finally, B. anthracis had inconsistent effects, with a sig-187 nificant negative association between recombination rate and GC content overall 188 but a significant positive interaction when restricting to GC content at the third 189 codon position. What to make of this? It seems that the evidence for BGC is 190 not strong among organisms that encode Ku in Lassalle et al.'s dataset, though 191 the total number of species with Ku is extremely limited.
192
Taking a step back, there are two primary reasons to disfavor BGC as the 193 hypothetical mechanism underlying the observed positive association between 194 NHEJ and genomic GC content. First, the extent to which BGC is a driver of 195 genomic GC content in prokaryotes has been questioned. Studies using alterna-196 tive methods to quantify recombination across the genome to those of Lassalle et 197 al. [7] have found either no relationship between recombination rate and local 198 GC content or inconsistent patterns between species (with some species even 199 showing a negative relationship; [46, 47] ). More recently, looking specifically 200 at polymorphisms arising via recombination across many prokaryote species, 201 Bobay and Ochman [10] reject the BGC hypothesis outright. Even in some mi-202 crobial eukaryotes, where the evidence of BGC is thought to be strong, tetrad 203 analysis has been unable to reveal any evidence of BGC leading to elevated GC 204 content, even in genomes where recombination rate and GC content are locally 205 correlated [48] . This suggests that correlative methods may be insufficient to 206 conclusively demonstrate BGC, and it has been suggested that high GC content 207 may actually increase the rate of recombination locally (effectively reversing the 208 logic behind the evidence for BGC; [49] ).
209
Second, while organisms encoding Ku are likely to be experiencing DSBs, 210 they are unlikely to experience high rates of recombination. NHEJ is thought 211 of as an alternative pathway to HR, specifically used when HR cannot proceed 212 because the genome is only present as a single copy [15, 26] . Thus we expect 213 NHEJ to be favored specifically in situations where BGC is unlikely. While 214 it is possible that high rates of damage could still favor both NHEJ and HR, 215 albeit at different points in an organism's life cycle, the extremely strong and 216 specific association between GC and Ku suggests that this relationship may be 217 particular to the specific conditions selecting for Ku (especially considering the 218 absence of an association between HR and GC when looking between genomes 219 [5] ; S7 Fig) . Nevertheless, we have insufficient information to completely rule 220 out BGC as a mechanism at this time.
221
High GC Near Regions with Frequent Breaks 222 Given our lack of enthusiasm for BGC as a mechanism to explain the association 223 between NHEJ and high GC content, perhaps selection can provide an alterna-224 tive hypothesis. Could it be that organisms with NHEJ machinery are under 225 stronger selection for high GC content than those without? This leads to us to 226 a puzzle: what fitness advantage might be conferred by GC content? In fact, 227 high GC content may promote DNA repair, both by facilitating canonical NHEJ 228 (i.e., Ku-dependent) and alternative NHEJ (i.e., Ku-independent) pathways.
229
During DSB repair, the NHEJ machinery in prokaryotes takes advantage of 230 homology in any short overhanging regions or nearby microhomology in order 231 to help align the two broken DNA ends [50, 51, 52] . Any factor that stabilizes 232 this interaction (e.g., high GC via an increased number of hydrogen bonds) 233 may thus increase the efficiency of NHEJ repair. It has also been shown that 234 prokaryotes can employ alternative high-fidelity end-joining pathways that are 235 independent of the NHEJ machinery, and that these pathways are primarily 236 dependent on nearby microhomology to tether the DNA ends together [32, 53] . 237 It stands to reason that high GC content in these regions of microhomology 238 might help stabilize the end-pairings and improve the efficiency of repair. In fact, 239 in eukaryotes, high GC overhangs or microhomologies specifically promote the 240 use of a similar NHEJ-independent, high-accuracy end-joining repair pathway 241 [54, 55] . In these systems high GC content is thought to help tether the DNA 242 together and thus perform a similar role to Ku [54, 55] , though this has not yet 243 been confirmed in prokaryotes. Nevertheless, this mechanism suggests that high 244 GC content could help to ameliorate the negative effects of DSBs, especially in 245 environments with high rates of DSBs but only a single genome copy. That 246 being said, high genomic GC content alone cannot protect an entire genome, 247 since most genomes will have at least some AT-rich regions. Thus a combined 248
Ku and high-GC strategy would potentially be favorable for DSB-vulnerable 249 microbes and could explain the strong positive relationship we observed between 250 selection for high genomic GC content and the presence of Ku (Fig 2) 
251
In addition, our hypothesis makes a novel testable prediction: regions of 252 the genome that are especially prone to DSBs should be under selection to have 253 higher GC content. Restriction modification (RM) systems provide an ideal test 254 case as damage due to self-targeting is a known phenomenon (e.g. [56] ), and we 255 know the potential locations of self-targeting if we know the restriction enzyme 256 recognition sequence. We hypothesized that restriction enzymes on a genome 257 would be selected to target sites higher in GC content than expected from the 258 genomic background to help ameliorate the effects of autoimmunity (otherwise 259 they should match host background GC content because phage typically track 260 their host nucleotide composition, often as a byproduct of optimizing codon 261 usage bias for transcription in their host, e.g. [57] ). We further predicted that, 262 for restriction enzymes with low GC recognition sequences, the bases flanking 263 restriction sites on the genome would have elevated GC. Both of these predic-264 tions were borne out. We analyzed the complete set of genomes and their listed 265 restriction enzymes in the REBASE database [58] and found that restriction en-266 zymes indeed tend to have higher GC recognition sequences than their genomic 267 background, and that the bases immediately flanking AT-rich recognition sites 268 have elevated GC content (Fig 4) .We emphasize that the idea that DSB formation selects for high GC content, 270 while consistent with our data, is at this point largely speculative. By outlining 271 this scenario we hope to enable experimentalists to design specific, mechanistic 272 studies. Much of the debate over genomic GC content (including our present 273 contribution), and especially its ecological role, has relied on population-scale 274 correlative studies and has largely avoided mechanisms. Our "GC-tethering" 275 hypothesis has the advantage of being amenable to laboratory-based investiga-276 tions.
277

Conclusions 278
We found a strong positive association between the presence of the NHEJ path-279 way on a genome and genomic GC content across prokaryotes. This association 280 holds controlling for phylogeny and genome length and cannot be explained 281 by mutational biases. The NHEJ repair pathway is broadly but sparsely dis-282 tributed across the prokaryotic tree (Fig 2) , showing up in only about a quarter 283 of genomes [33] , and is expected to be favored among organisms experiencing 284 high rates of DSB formation during periods of no or slow growth (i.e., only a 285 single genome copy present so that HR is impossible; [26, 15] ). This suggests 286 that high GC content may be an adaptation to deal with DSBs when HR is 287 not feasible, especially when rates of damage are high. In fact, we find that 288 in regions of the genome where DSBs are likely to occur, GC content is locally 289 elevated (Fig 4) . Alternatively, the presence of NHEJ may be an indicator of 290 high rates of DSBs in general, so that these organisms are also experiencing 291 higher rates of HR for repair, and subsequently increased BGC. We discussed 292 the relative merits of these two hypothetical mechanisms linking DSBs to ge-293 nomic GC content, though at this point it is not possible to state conclusively 294 which mechanism is the primary driver of the pattern we observe. It is also pos-295 sible that some combination of BGC and selection is acting to increase genomic 296 GC content in organisms experiencing DNA damage.
297
Regardless of the underlying mechanism, high risk of DSB formation is a 298 common factor in many of the habitats that high GC microbes have been shown 299 to inhabit. While the presence of NHEJ cannot single-handedly explain high 300 GC content in all organisms (there are many organisms incapable of NHEJ 301 that still have high GC content, Fig 2) , it is possible that DSB formation can 302 (or at least come close). For example, Deinococcus radiodurans is resilient to 303 extremely high rates of DSB formation [59] and has high genomic GC content, 304 but lacks Ku. It is difficult to directly assess the rate of DSB formation, but not 305 impossible [60] . We hope to see future work that assays rates of damage in the 306 environment. DNA damage is an important challenge for microbes to overcome, 307 and a systematic understanding of how damage varies between environments is 308 of broad ecological interest. For phylogenetic analyses, we downloaded the SILVA Living Tree 16s rRNA 318 tree [41] . We obtained mutational bias estimates from Long et al. (m; [6] ), of 319 which 22 could be matched with a genome in our dataset. We obtained estimates 320 of the rate of homologous recombination from [44, 45] . For our analyses on 321 the fate of polymorphism we downloaded alignments from the Alignable Tight 322 Genomic Cluster (ATGC) database [43] . 323 Trait data were obtained from the ProTraits microbial trait database (2679 324 species; [39] ). ProTraits scores are expressed as separate confidences that a 325 particular species does or does not have a trait based on the results of an auto-326 mated text-mining algorithm, giving two scores per binary trait. We combined 327 these scores to obtain what is essentially a probability that a microbe has a 328 given trait using the equation in Weissman et al. [63] , yielding a single score 329 between zero and one for each trait for each species. We selected a suite of 330 traits known to be associated with either the incidence of Ku or genomic GC 331 content (Soil-dwelling, aerobicity, growth temperature, nitrogen fixation, spore 332 formation) to include in our analysis. 333 We downloaded the complete list of genomes from the REBASE restriction 334 enzyme database [58] , which includes all RM enzymes found on a given genome, 335 along with their target sequence if known. Using the listed accession numbers, 336 we then downloaded each corresponding genome from RefSeq in order to assess 337 GC content near restriction sites on the genome (potential sites where DSBs 338 would occur).
339
Phylogenetic Linear Models
340
Using the 6648 organisms on the SILVA tree for which we had a genome and could assess Ku presence/absence (2051 with, 4597 without) we built a series of phylogenetically corrected linear models of genomic GC content using the phylolm package in R [64] . First we logit transformed our %GC values
so that values were in the range (−∞, ∞). We then used Ku incidence as a 341 binary predictor along with log 10 genome length as a continuous predictor to 342 predict GC l using phylogenetic regression:
so that V is the phylogenetic covariance matrix and σ 2 e is the variance of the 344 measurement error [64] . Brownian motion (BM) models of trait evolution are 345 inappropriate when trait values are bounded. While GC content is theoretically 346 bounded at zero and one, there are no species that approach these bounds, and 347 our logit transforming of the GC values should ameliorate this issue. Sometimes 348
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) models of trait evolution are also used in these cases. 349 We found that using an OU model had no qualitative effect on our result (1), 350 though this model had a lower AIC than the Brownian motion model (-10760 351 versus -10754).
352
We also applied the above analyses independently to the three best-represented 353 phyla in the dataset, each with >1000 genomes: Actinobacteria (614 with Ku, 354 446 without), Firmicutes (320 with Ku, 699 without), and Proteobacteria (539 355 with Ku, 1384 without).
356
Fate of Polymorphism
357
The ATGC database groups closely-related genomes into "clusters" and provides 358 alignments of their core genes [43] . We downloaded multiple alignments corre-359 sponding to clusters in the ATGC database that had at least three genomes. In 360 this way we could, at a minimum, identify polymorphisms between two genomes 361 while using a third, more distantly related genome to polarize these polymor-362 phisms. We restricted our analysis to orthologous genes (COGs) that were 363 present in all members of a cluster. For each genome in a cluster we obtained a 364 set of polymorphisms for that genome by comparing to the most similar genome 365 in that cluster, using the most diverged genome in the cluster to polarize these 366 polymorphisms (assuming that the diverged genome represented the ancestral 367 state, and ignoring cases where neither of the other two genomes matched this 368 "ancestral" allele). Similarity was calculated as the percent identity over the 369 entire aligned core genome provided by ATGC. In order to ensure that polymor-370 phisms were recent and had not yet undergone selection, we discarded genomes 371 that were not within 1% pairwise divergence of any other genome in their re-372 spective cluster (calculated over the set of core genes provided in the ATGC 373 alignments). We also discarded pairs of genomes that had fewer than 5 infor-374 mative sites (either GC→AT or AT→GC) in order to avoid extreme expected 375 GC estimates. Thus we obtained a set of 1868739 polarized polymorphisms for 376 the background genomic GC content (Fig 3) . Expected GC was calculated as 378 in Long et al [6] . 379 To obtain expected GC content at fourfold degenerate sites we repeated the 380 above analysis only looking at polymorphisms at fourfold degenerate sites (S5 381 Fig) . There are about a third as many polymorphisms in this dataset (574944) 382 but a similar number of genome pairs are retained (1351).
383
The rationale behind this test is that recent polymorphisms will not have 384 had a chance to undergo selection (or BGC). This is similar to the intuition 385 underlying the McDonald-Kreitman test for selection [42] , and similar analy-386 ses have been performed in past work on GC content [4, 5] . Therefore we can 387 obtain an estimate of the expected GC content based on mutational bias, and 388 infer that selection (or BGC) is acting if the realized genomic GC content differs 389 from the expectation. In practice, because we are looking at alignable coding 390 sequence, selection is likely to be strong, and may bias our estimates (S8 Fig) . 391 This is further compounded by the fact that genomes in a cluster can still be 392 quite diverged, although we control for this by restricting to genomes within 1% 393 sequence divergence from each other. In any case, the direction of bias will be 394 towards the equilibrium GC content, as estimated via the genomic background. 395 Thus, this test for selection suffers somewhat in that it has an increased proba-396 bility of false-negatives, but this bias should not cause a false signal of selection 397 to occur. We identified all genomes encoding restriction enzymes with known restriction 410 sequences in our dataset using the REBASE database [58] . We then restricted 411 our analyses to genomes encoding enzymes that had low-GC restriction se-412 quences (≥ 75% AT, n = 214, no genomes with multiple AT-rich enzymes). 413
For each remaining genome we mapped the corresponding restriction sequence 414 to the genome itself to find all potential sites of self-targeting. We then cal-415 culated the mean GC content of the sites directly flanking these self-targets 416 across the genome, obtaining a value for average GC content for each distance 417
(1-200bp) from the target for each genome.
418
In order to generate an adequate null for comparison, for each genome-419 restriction sequence pair in our dataset we generated a novel restriction se-420 quence. To do this, we took each restriction recognition sequence and randomly 421 permuted it to obtain a new sequence with identical base composition (if the 422 permuted sequence was identical to the original, we continued drawing until a 423 different sequence was obtained). We then repeated the above flank-analysis 424 with this set of "fake" restriction recognition sequences. 425 Finally, for each flank-distance (1-200bp) in each genome we calculated the 426 difference in mean GC of the bases flanking true restriction sites from bases 427 flanking the null sites. We bootstrapped the mean of this distribution for each 428 flank distance across genomes to obtain 95% confidence intervals (Fig 4) . 
